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Abstract: Thhe education institutions are
a
going thrrough
challenging tim
mes, as they aree called to conttribute to innovvation
through teachhing and learrning, research and transfeer of
knowledge. Modernization
M
a
and
computerizzation of educcation
are part of a wider objjective of the European Union,
U
respectively a society basedd on knowledgge and compeetitive
European economy at globall level. The preesented aspects have
t evaluate the present imppact of inform
matics
allowed us to
technologies in education. The modernizzation of educcation
matics systems contributes to the creation off new
through inform
institutional strategies, such as the promotion of high quuality
programs, the collaboration between education institutionss and
the economicc and social environment, the increase and
diversificationn of learning sources, the development
d
off the
international dimension
d
of quuality educationn.
Key words:: education, e-learning, computerizaation,
modernizationn, competence

1. INTRODU
UCTION
Gone throuugh a long histoory, education is today the pillar of
resistance of thhe new Europee. The new socieety is devoted to
t the
truth that eduucation is thee main factor of success off the
competitivity of a nation (Raadoi, 2004, p.1118). The educattional
component is not an exceptioon from the necessity of qualiity as
the preparationn of the future generations
g
in order
o
to successsfully
face the multiiple requests off the present society dependss to a
great extent on the qualiity of the edducative offer and
performance. Accordingly,
A
thhe quality of edducation and traaining
is an essentiial process, of maximum importance
i
forr the
progress of a society
s
in perm
manent evolutionn. (Oprean, & Kifor,
K
2002, p. 44) This paper discusses
d
the role
r
of inform
mation
technologies in modernizinng education and
a
underliness the
possibilities off improvement in the quality of
o education thrrough
them.

2. THE PRE
ESENT DIME
ENSION OF
MODERN
NIZING EDU
UCATION
The rapidd implementatiion of scientiffic discoveriess and
technical inventions made ouut of science a force of producction,
o activity to which
w
generating rappid changes in all domains of
humans havee to adapt through
t
educaation. Modernnizing
education inccludes the eduucational systeem as well ass the
learning proceess. The system
m offers the innstitutional fram
me of
the educationaal process andd the latter enssures the condiitions
necessary for materializing
m
thhe objectives off educational acction.
(Istrate, 20000, p. 29) Moddernization is a logical proocess,
constituted byy a series of acctions, aiming at accomplishiing a
fundamental concordance,
c
acctions that take place in sociall life,
economy, sccience, technoology and especially
e
cuulture.
Modernizationn aims at reducing the gap bettween educationn and
the development of society. This represennts an indispennsable
t educational progress in its entire range annd has
condition for the
become a funndamental sidee of state poliicy in educatioon, a

damental conceern of the centrral decision maaking organs, a
fund
prob
blem that conccentrates the effforts of many
y categories off
speccialists: teacherrs, economistss, psychologistts, sociologistss
etc. Education and modernizationn merge in a un
nitary whole soo
that only a modernized educationaal system can become
b
a factorr
The finality of modernization,,
in accelerating soccial progress. T
the adaptation of education to society’s requ
uests, does nott
exhaaust and cannnot explain its internal mechanisms,,
articculations and pssycho- pedagoggical reasons th
hat are the basiss
of th
his finality. Reggarding the conntent of modern
nization, we cann
men
ntion the fact thaat it consists off establishing op
ptimal relationss
betw
ween the strucctural elementss of education, as a unitaryy
who
ole, so that eduucation can ennsure an adequ
uate frame andd
stim
mulate the appliication of the eeducational ideeal at the samee
timee. Thus, two funndamental coorrdinates of edu
ucation come ass
a conclusion:
c
onne coordinate stipulates th
hat fact thatt
mod
dernization exteends over educaation in its assem
mbly so it doess
not refer to isolaated or particcular aspects of it; anotherr
coorrdinate underllines the facct that the efficiency off
mod
dernization can be evaluated onnly through thee perspective off
its contributions to the materializaation of the educcational ideal.

3. DETERMINA
D
ANT FACTO
ORS OF MOD
DERNIZING
G
ED
DUCATION
Modernization
M
is determined by two catego
ories of factors::
interrnal and externaal. The internall factors includee all the factorss
consstituted in the dialectic
d
processs of educationaal development,,
throu
ugh the accuumulation and generalization
n of positivee
elem
ments, whose utility
u
was dem
monstrated in th
he educational-train
ning practice byy assuming andd adapting to solid conditionss
of the different general princciples of org
ganization andd
o the relationn
deveelopment of edducation. The nnext focus is on
betw
ween tradition and
a modernizattion between which
w
there hass
to be a dynamic baalance as they are two momen
nts of a uniquee
proccess- continuouus development of education. Tradition
T
is thee
real basis for innovvations; they aree never implantted in an emptyy
ositive elementss
spacce and modernizzation is called to value the po
and impose principles, modalitiies and techniiques for new
w
orgaanization and deevelopment of eeducation. Thesse factors couldd
be explained
e
usinng the paradiggm “educationaal logic”. Thee
external factors reffer to the presennt and future so
ocial conditionss
that impose certainn modificationss and restructurre education inn
its whole. Becaause these ffactors are in a strongg
interrdependency, we
w can mentioon in this casee the paradigm
m
“soccial logic”. The
T
latter iss manifested through thee
inten
nsification and acceleration oof the rhythm of change andd
evollution not onlyy of its diversee components but
b also of thee
socieety as a whoole. As a com
mponent of soccial logic, thee
scien
ntific revolutioon triggers the continuous gro
owth of storedd
inforrmation whilee education selects and processes thee
inforrmation. Modeernizing educaation means diiscovering andd
appllying solutions that counterbaalance the negaative effects off
the phenomenon
p
off “accelerated w
wear of knowleedge”. Betweenn
the two
t
categories of factors theree is a strong in
nterdependency..

“The optimization between the social logic and the educational
logic represents the propellant of development and perfection”
(Nicola, 2003, p. 554).

4. COMPUTERIZING EDUCATION
Together with the increase in the need for education, the
practical offers that satisfy the request are diversifying and are
becoming more complicated. More and more roadmaps for
achieving education are moving from classical institutions
towards the formula sustained by new media and information
technologies. Under the conjugated impulse of the
informational technologies, the education and training are under
the sign of fundamental transformation, both from a procedural
and a structural point of view. The practice of computerizing
education entails the exploitation of the computer in general, in
order to achieve the purpose of education. This technological
perspective surpasses the didactic vision that underlines the
technical advantages of computer assisted education. At the
level of education policy, the computerization of education
involves the following confirmed priorities, at social scale, in
the context of international cooperation: introduction and use of
information and communication technologies under the
conditions of harmonious interaction between the hard, soft and
personnel training; application of information and
communication technologies in the efficient management of
pedagogical resources and in the activity of designing the
curricula of the educational framework, programs and
university classes; ensuring the development of the curricula by
permanent collaboration between didactic programming
specialists and soft creators; ensuring the necessary data base to
accomplish the managerial functions and those of planning and
organization, methodological orientation- guidance, regulatingself regulating (by actions of research and improvement) of the
educational system and process. (Ghaoui, 2004)
An essential element of modernizing education using
electronic instruments is represented by the access to e-libraries
and electronic encyclopedias. E-libraries are a collection of
documents and e-books stored in certain servers or on the enetwork. Beginning with the Gutenberg project, the number of
e-libraries has been in continuous growth and information has
been made available for free download on the Internet. There
are many institutions that have replaced the documents existent
on paper with the electronic version of them. Also the number
of magazines, journals promoting the easy dissemination of
information in education is continuously growing. At the same
time, by advanced technology, numerous data bases can be
accessed and this leads to the simplification of access to recent
results of research, by their organization according to specific
domains. The diversity of available materials in computerized
form comes as a support for both the teachers in the teaching
process, widening the scope of didactic methods as well as
those who benefit from the educational process.
At European level, there are numerous projects aiming at
using new technologies in education. Universities, companies
and research centers of the European Union collaborate for
increasing the quality of the educational process, for an
increased competitiveness at an international level, for the
development of competences of the teaching personnel as well
as the improvement of administrative and legislative
mechanisms in order to encourage the development of elearning. The experiences of evaluation using the modern
technologies from different states indicate the concern for
innovation in testing and measuring performance but especially
the extent in which the degree of penetration of the new
technologies is being correlated with complementary efforts in
the assimilation of these innovations at a theoretical level and in
quality pedagogical practices. Most of the universities of the
European Union have implemented at least one e-learning

system (open- source type Moodle and personalized, acquiredsuch as Ariadne- or a platform developed in house) which
allows the possibility to evaluate the students online.
It is noteworthy that in states such as Great Britain and
Denmark there are evaluation guides (or codes of practice in
evaluation) meant to be used at national level, including a
chapter on evaluating students using new technologies,
providing even specifications on designing the items in tests
and the aspect of the tests. A very important step in ensuring a
progress in education is represented by blending learning and
computerized technologies through the use of groups working
together, elaborating learning projects, online assessment
questionnaires, including video materials etc. All these
converge towards the modernization of education through the
advanced use of IT digital competencies.

5. CONCLUSION
The informatization of education is an essential element of
modernizing education. In a world of constant change the
permanent need to adapt becomes inherent as well as ensuring
their competitiveness to be able to face the challenges imposed
by globalization, manifested as well at educational level. In
order to achieve this goal, each academic staff must gain a basic
IT training, which involves the following objectives:
developing an overview on the scale and importance of
computer applications and their social and economic effects on
the individual and the community; building the capacity to
identify situations in which the use of computer is
recommended for finding appropriate solutions, focusing on
curriculum strategies; knowing the means of communication
with computer equipment; establishing collective relations of
cooperation with communities from other countries of the same
category.
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